We have explored the detectability of exovegetation on the surface of a terrestrial planet orbiting an M star. The exovegetation is responsible for producing a pigment-derived surface signature that is redshifted with respect to the Earth vegetation's red edge. The redshift was estimated using a model of leaf optical property spectra (Jacquemoud & Baret) combined with a 3 photon photosynthetic scheme calculated by Wolstencroft & Raven for a possible exovegetation growing on an M star planet. To study the detectability of this surface biosignature on an M star terrestrial planet, we have used the three-dimensional model developed by Tinetti et al. for the case of the Earth. This model can generate disk-averaged spectra and broadband integrated fluxes, which will be useful for future terrestrial planet exploration missions, such as the NASA Terrestrial Planet Finder Coronagraph. Input to this model were the atmospheric profiles and cloud distributions predicted by Joshi and coworkers for a synchronous planet orbiting an M dwarf and the distinctive surface reflectance of the exovegetation. While on Earth this pigment-derived surface feature would be almost completely masked by water absorption, even in a cloud-free atmosphere, we found that the strength of the edge feature on our simulated M star terrestrial planet can exceed that on Earth, given the right conditions. Obviously, the detectability of such biosignatures would be highly dependent on the extent of vegetation surface area, cloud cover, and viewing angle.
INTRODUCTION
The search for habitable environments and life beyond the Earth is listed as one of the principal scientific objectives in the NASA and ESA long-term vision for space exploration. To support their vision, NASA and ESA plan to launch a series of missions over the next few decades that will have the capability to detect and characterize terrestrial-mass planets around nearby stars and will search for other habitable environments and life. In particular, the NASA Terrestrial Planet Finder Coronagraph (TPF-C, nominal launch 2014) will use visible (VIS) and nearinfrared (NIR) radiation to search for extrasolar planets down to sub-Earth size and will perform a multiwavelength preliminary characterization of planetary atmospheres and surfaces at relatively low spectral resolution ( ). Once detected by TPF, R ∼ 70 the extreme distance to the planet precludes us from being able to spatially resolve the planet's disk: the planet's surface and atmospheric composition, its physical properties, and the possible presence of life must all be inferred from a disk-averaged spectrum (Beichman et al. 1999 ).
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On Earth, the red edge is a distinctive signature of vegetation. Technically, the red edge is a spectral reflectance feature characterized by darkness in the red portion of the visible spectrum, due to absorption by chlorophyll, contrasting strongly with high reflectance in the NIR, due to light scattering from refraction along interfaces between leaf cells and air spaces inside the leaf (Gates et al. 1965; Horler et al. 1983) . Astrobiologists are interested to know whether or not a similar biosignature could arise on an extrasolar planet and thus be detectable by future space missions (Arnold et al. 2002; Woolf et al. 2002; Schneider 2003 Tinetti et al. 2006b; Turnbull et al. 2005) . Based on knowledge of photosynthesis on Earth and of stellar evolution, Wolstencroft & Raven (2002) conclude that it is likely that photosynthesis would have evolved on Earth-like planets in response to the same evolutionary factors as have been involved on Earth. Their model of photosynthesis on Earth-like planets orbiting stars of different spectral types shows that cooler stars, with maximum radiation output at longer wavelengths ( Fig. 1) , may require more than the 2 photons per electron that are transferred and that are used in oxygen-evolving photosynthesis on Earth. Detection of photosynthesis will be based on spectroscopy using most probably photosynthetic pigments that could have very different absorption properties from those on Earth. For these reasons, we have explored the detectability of an "exovegetation" responsible for producing a red-edge-like signature that is redshifted with respect to that of Earth's vegetation. The redshift was estimated using a model of leaf optical property spectra (Jacquemoud & Baret 1990 ) combined with the 3 photon photosynthetic scheme calculated by Wolstencroft & Raven (2002) .
To study the detectability of this surface biosignature both in the case of Earth and, more appropriately, on an M star terrestrial planet with plausible atmospheric properties, we have used the three-dimensional model developed by Tinetti et al. (2005 Tinetti et al. ( , 2006a , for the case of Mars and the Earth. This model can generate disk-averaged spectra and broadband integrated fluxes, which will be useful for future terrestrial planet exploration missions, such as TPF-C. To simulate the atmospheric profiles and cloud distributions of a synchronous terrestrial planet orbiting an M star, we have used the predictions of Joshi et al. (1997) and Joshi (2003) . M star systems are not easy to study with TPF missions, since their habitable zone lies very close to their parent stars, requiring high spatial resolution to separate star from planet. However, TPF-C might be able to observe at least part of the habitable zone around a few M stars. Jacquemoud & Baret (1990) . Specifically, photopigments were assumed to absorb strongly below 1050 nm and to rapidly attenuate in absorption beyond this point. The use of a third photon, in fact, allows the oxidation of water to be coupled to the reduction of an electron carrier with a potential similar to that of NADPϩ, which could subsequently be used to fix carbon and accumulate biomass. Assuming a quantum yield similar to that of terrestrial vegetation, Wolstencroft & Raven (2002) calculate a maximum wavelength of 1050 nm for each of the 3 photons utilized in such a system.
The use of a leaf model implies an exovegetation that has complex leaflike structures almost exactly like the laminate leaves of higher plants on Earth. Convergent evolution has apparently favored the development of these structures (Boyce & Knoll 2002) , consistent with our understanding of leaves as an extremely efficient means of balancing energy generation and heat dissipation. The development of multicellular lightharvesting structures is likely to have considerable ramifications in terms of geochemical feedbacks and planetary oxygenation time (Beerling 2005; Catling et al. 2005 ) and would significantly improve the odds of remote detection by amplifying edge features associated with photosynthetic pigments.
In our calculations, standard values based on terrestrial vegetation were assumed for leaf dry matter, water content, and structural characteristics. These parameters may affect, though, only the vertical variations in the spectral reflectances, hence the strength of the signal. The wavelength at which the edge occurs is determined by the photopigment absorption properties (Kiang et al. 2006 ). The result (see Fig. 2 ) was a whole-leaf spectrum that lacks the edge feature of normal terrestrial vegetation just beyond 700 nm (solid line) but that possesses a similar feature at 1050 nm. The effect of leaf structure in both cases is to amplify the effect of selective pigment absorption.
To simulate the disk-averaged spectra of the Earth where all vegetation is replaced with the exovegetation, we used the mod- els and Earth atmospheric and surface data described in Tinetti et al. (2006a) . In detail, we first compiled a spatially resolved, global description of the Earth's surface and atmospheric properties that affect its spectrum. These properties include surface albedos, atmospheric trace gases, clouds, and temperature distributions. Here this information was compiled from available observations and modeling results (Fishbein et al. 2003) . These properties were then mapped onto the globe at high spatial resolution and then subsampled using the Hierarchical Equal Area and isoLatitude Pixelization (HEALPix) approach (Górski et al. 1999) . 3 Spectrally resolved radiances were then derived at each of these spatial grid points, using the Spectral Mapping Atmospheric Radiative Transfer (SMART) model (Meadows & Crisp 1996; Crisp 1997) . Finally, by specifying the spatial resolution and observing geometry, a final program selected 3 See http://healpix.jpl.nasa.gov/.
the appropriate synthetic spectra, mapped them to the disk, and then integrated the results to yield a disk-averaged spectrum.
By contrast, the terrestrial planet orbiting the M dwarf is assumed to be in close proximity to its parent star, and thus tidally locked, and the mixing ratio of CO 2 in the atmosphere is increased to 0.8 bars at the expense of N 2 to prevent atmospheric condensation. The temperature and pressure profiles and cloud distributions were calculated by Joshi et al. (1997) and Joshi (2003) using a general circulation model (Fig. 3) . We chose the data relative to the illuminated portion of the planet since it is the only area that is likely to be covered by exovegetation. In this area, according to Joshi's calculations, low clouds cover 22% of the surface, middle clouds 25%, high clouds 25%, and convective clouds 47%. Convective clouds only form parcels above 231 K, and at pressures above 200 mbars, and they may overlap other cloud types. The M star spectrum used for the radiative calculations was taken from Leggett et al. (2000) , and it corresponds to an effective surface temperature of ∼3100 K.
DETECTABILITY OF VEGETATION SIGNATURE
Earth disk-averaged spectra, where all vegetation was replaced with exovegetation (Fig. 4) , were simulated from multiple viewing angles (Fig. 5) . In the Earth case, the primary challenges to detecting the redshifted edge are the spatial extent of exovegetation over the planetary surface and the question of how much it might be obscured by clouds and water. The edge feature is visible (as an increase in outgoing/incoming radiation beyond ∼1 mm) when clouds are excluded from the model (Fig. 5, left panel) . The effect of varied surface coverage is observed in the difference between viewing angles dominated by continents or ocean. However, the redshifted edge signature is peaking in a band where water absorption occurs, masking part of the signal. The result is a weak increase of the albedo in a narrow band without a distinctive/unique signature. The inclusion of realistic clouds (Fig. 5, right panel) significantly weakens the signature at ∼1 mm.
We also investigated the detectability of the exovegetation on a terrestrial planet orbiting an M star (see § 2). The planet, being tidally locked, is assumed to be entirely covered by exovegetation on the illuminated portion of the surface. In the L132 TINETTI, RASHBY, & YUNG Vol. 644 cloud-free case (Fig. 6, solid line) , the shifted edge causes a rise in the signal of 70%, due to the fact that the atmospheric conditions show less water absorption. However, when clouds are accounted for in a realistic way (Fig. 6, dotted line) , the signal is increased by ∼10% only. The signal might be even weaker if the exovegetation were sparsely distributed on the surface that is exposed to the central star, if the leaf structure were different, or if the phase observed is not the fully illuminated one but rather the gibbous one or the dichotomy.
CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that, under the right conditions, a photopigment-derived surface biosignature similar to the terrestrial red edge should be detectable beyond our solar system, if it exists. The detectability of such a biosignature would be highly dependent on the nature and extent of cloud cover as well as viewing angle and vegetation surface area. Nonetheless, the strength of the edge feature on extrasolar planets could potentially exceed that on Earth in some cases, and the development of more comprehensive models and complementary techniques may be significantly beneficial to future astrobiological missions.
